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TANDEM FLIGHT DISCOVERY
Around Agadir, transport not inclued

If you want to discover paragliding, nothing like a tandem flight to make an initial
approach. Paragliding tandem is accessible to all.
The practice of tandem flight is almost similar to paragliding solo flight. The only major
difference is that you make your flight in a two-seater paraglider, piloted by a
professional.
Equipped and comfortable in the harness seat passenger, you just have to enjoy the
sweet sensation of free flight while contemplating the wonderful scenery that pass under
your feet, your personal “driver” takes care of everything.

See you soon in the sky

PRICE :
− 700 dhs (65 euros) 15 minutes flight
− 850 dhs (80 euros) 30 minutes flight
For groups of more than 6 people, we can mobilize several tandem pilots (max 3).
Please note we are subject to the weather condition, and to ensure the safety of our
passengers we can decide at any time to stop the flight.
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Where is the place for tandem flight?
We have several paragliding sites around Agadir we organize our flight in Tifnit 35
kilometers south of Agadir, place who offer you fantastics panoramas to realize your
bird's dream.
How join us ?
From d’Agadir take the road of Tiznit few kilometers after the village of Sidi Bibi, take
right direction TIFNIT. The meeting point is on the park just before the beach.
Description tandem flight :
Paragliding tandem flight is almost similar to paragliding solo flight. The only major
difference is that you make your flight in a tandem paraglider. This is accompanied by a
professional pilot, which can perform a glider flight tandem. Equipped with all the
paragliding equipment and comfort, you just have to enjoy the sweet sensation of free
flight while contemplating the wonderful scenery that pass under your feet.
Preparations for the flight :
You can help unfold paragliding wing, and make all pre-flight preparations necessary
before the execution of the flight. During these, your instructor will give you a small
theoretical security briefing and what you will have to do to fly with him safely.
The flight :
A professional “driver” will conduce you, and it is with confidence that you can enjoy your
flight in paragliding to discover the magic of free flight . If conditions permit , maybe
your instructor let you take the controls of the glider during flight. You can then perform
a few turns in the sky and receive your first paragliding lesson.
One thing is certain , after living this moment of grace and freedom, you will only have
one thing in mind: to come back ! And if you wish, it is even possible to make a video.
Equipment needed :
Good footwear ( walking shoes or sports ) , long-sleeved jacket
For your safety and serenity :
-

Certified professionals pilots
Adapted gear
safety rescue
Insurance
Helmet inclued
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